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ABSTRACT: We report excited-state lifetime modification of diffusing molecules by Al nanoapertures in the UV. Lifetime
reductions of ∼3.5× have been observed for the high quantum yield laser dye p-terphenyl in a 60 nm diameter aperture. The
lifetime reduction is smaller for the low quantum yield molecule tryptophan, for which a maximum reduction of ∼1.7 is observed.
Lifetime reduction as a function of aperture size and native quantum yield is accurately predicted by simulation. Simulation
further predicts greater net fluorescence enhancement for tryptophan compared to p-terphenyl, which is consistent with the
expectation that low quantum yield emitters experience greater enhancement in the effective quantum yield.
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There has been a recent surge of interest in UV
plasmonics.1−5 One of the motivating factors is accessing

the electronic resonances of organic molecules, which lie in the
UV part of the spectrum. Biomolecules such as peptides and
proteins contain residues that absorb in the 220−280 nm
range.6,7 However, these aromatic residues have relatively low
fluorescence quantum yields and molar extinction coeffi-
cients,6,8 as do nucleic acids.9 Achieving significant emission
enhancement via plasmonic structures10 could be a key
enabling factor in the label-free detection of proteins11 or
DNA molecules.12,13 Furthermore, there are numerous organic
dye labels that absorb and fluoresce in the UV.14

To date, there have been no reports of UV plasmonic-
enhanced fluorescence of freely diffusing molecules, nor has
lifetime modification in the UV been reported. Arguably the
most successful plasmonic nanostructure for analyzing freely
diffusing molecules is the simple nanoaperture (of various
shapes), which has been used extensively with visible
fluorescence15−20 as well as for the basis for novel label-free
methods.21,22 While several of these studies used Al nano-
apertures, others adopted Au in order to realize greater
fluorescence and local field enhancements in the visible.23−25

However, conventional “plasmonic” metals such as Au suffer
from the influence of interband transitions near the blue part of
the spectrum. Therefore, studies to date of plasmonic structures

in the UV have employed other metals, such as Al.10,14,26−37

Aluminum has an interband transition near 800 nm with a
Drude-like free-electron response from the visible to UV
wavelengths.38 Here, we use round Al nanoapertures to
investigate UV fluorescence lifetime reduction of diffusing
molecules, which is a first step toward more quantitative
fluorescence analysis. We further show that the lifetime
reduction depends on the native quantum yield of the molecule
and is sensitive to the physical details of the nanoaperture,
including undercutting of the nanoaperture into the substrate.

■ SIMULATION

Fluorescence Model. A fluorescent molecule can be
treated as a system of three energy levels: a singlet ground
state S0, a first excited singlet state S1, and a first excited triplet
state T1. The fluorescence count rate per molecule (CRM) in
steady state is given by39,40
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where κ is the light collection efficiency (combination of the
optical system and radiation profile), ϕ = krad/ktot is the
quantum yield (QY), krad and knr are the rate constants for
radiative emission and nonradiative transition from S1 to S0, ktot
= krad + knr, the inverse of the excited state lifetime τ, σIe is the
net excitation rate, σ is the absorption cross-section, and the
saturation intensity Is = ktot/[σ(1 + kisc/kd)], where kisc and kd
are the rate constants for intersystem crossing to the triplet
state and relaxation to the ground state, respectively. Based on
eq 1, CRM modification by plasmonic structures consists of
three contributions: local increase in the excitation intensity Ie,
local increase in the radiative emission krad and QY ϕ of
enclosed fluorophores, and modification of the collection
efficiency κ.
Energy transfer between the molecule and the structure is

mediated through the radiative transition of the molecule (with
the internal nonradiative rate knr unchanged). We denote k′rad
as the effective radiative rate of the structure and k′nr as the
dissipation rate of the structure, and define the parameter40
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to represent the change in lifetime of a perfect dipole emitter
(i.e., one with no internal resistive losses, with unity native QY
ϕ0). This factor can readily be obtained from simulation,41 and
does not change with the particular value of krad.
The Purcell factor represents the reduction in lifetime of the

molecule,42 and is defined as
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Lifetime reduction is readily measurable, as described in
Experimental Section. Note that 1/τ is often referred to as
the spontaneous emission rate, not to be confused with the
radiative rate krad, and ϕ0 is the native QY. The change in QY
can then be expressed as

=ϕf
f
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where f rad = krad′/krad is the ratio of the effective radiative rate
with the influence of the plasmonic structure (k′rad) and
without the structure (krad).
It is clear from eq 3 that the Purcell factor for a nonideal

emitter depends on its native QY ϕ0. Stated differently, two
emitters with different native quantum yields will experience
different Purcell factors within the same electromagnetic
environment. For an emitter with low ϕ0, knr dominates krad,
and since the structure acts through krad, ζ must be large to
effect a decrease in lifetime. For the same emitter, fϕ is roughly
proportional to f rad. In contrast, for a high ϕ0 emitter, krad
dominates knr, and lifetime reduction is roughly proportional to
ζ. However, since f rad ≤ ζ, then fϕ ≲ 1. This is the origin of
increased net fluorescence enhancement for molecules with low
quantum yield40,41 and also leads to the practical conclusion
that it takes a “poor emitter” in the first place in order to realize
enhancement via fϕ.
The expression for CRM can be simplified under saturated

(Ie ≫ Is) and unsaturated (Ie ≪ Is) conditions
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where NE represents the net fluorescence enhancement in each
limit, f I is the excitation enhancement, and fκ is the change in
collection efficiency, which we set to unity throughout the
paper in order to focus on change in effective radiative rate.

Simulation Model. The nanoaperture structures consid-
ered in this paper are depicted in Figure 1 in cross section. The

nanoapertures are assumed to be supported by a semi-infinite
glass (SiO2) substrate and covered by water. The refractive
index of water is 1.3835 at 266 nm and 1.3603 at 340 nm,43

whereas 1-octanol, the other solvent used in our experiments,
has a somewhat higher index of 1.46, measured at 325 nm;44 all
simulations used water refractive indices. Based on the
fabrication method and the resulting nanoaperture structure,
the model of Figure 1a has a 50 nm undercut into the substrate,
while an idealized model is shown in Figure 1b with no
undercut. The thicknesses of the native oxide layer along the
exposed surfaces and the interfacial oxide layer at the substrate
are assumed to be 4 nm. The dielectric function of Al is
incorporated from measurements (see Supporting Information)
and dielectric data for other materials are obtained from
handbook data.
Three-dimensional electromagnetic simulation is performed

using Lumerical FDTD solutions. Symmetric boundaries are
used along the x and y directions according to the symmetry of
the structure. Perfectly Matched Layers (PML) are used on the
other boundaries. The grid size is 2 × 2 × 2 nm3. In order to
calculate the excitation enhancement factor f I, a plane wave
with unit amplitude (1 V/m) is introduced inside the substrate,
which normally illuminates the nanoaperture from the bottom.
Average enhancement is calculated by integrating the total
intensity within a volume within the aperture, and dividing by
the integrated intensity within the same volume but in the
absence of the Al layer. The measurement volume is a
cylindrical disk of 10 nm height with diameter equal to the
aperture diameter. The disk is vertically centered at a specific z-
position within the aperture/undercut region.
For the emission calculations, analysis of the FDTD results

use the fact that, for an atomic dipole transition that occurs
through radiation, the quantum mechanical decay rate in an
inhomogeneous environment can be related to the classical
power radiated by the dipole in the same environment.45

Figure 1. Cross-section views of the nanoaperture structure with (a)
50 nm undercut into the substrate and (b) an idealized case with no
undercut. Oxide layer thicknesses are 4 nm.
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Specifically, every rate constant is proportional to its
corresponding power, such as
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where Prad′ and P0′ are the radiated and total emission power of
the dipole within the plasmonic structure. An electric dipole
with unit amplitude (1 V/m) is placed along the center axis of
the aperture/undercut at a vertical position z. The radiated
emission is calculated as the transmission through monitors
around the structure, while the total emission is calculated as
the transmission through monitors around the dipole. The
radiative enhancement ( f rad) and ζ (Purcell factor, or lifetime
reduction, for ϕ0 = 1) can be calculated by dividing the
corresponding emission, P′rad and P0′, respectively, by P0 ∝ krad,
obtained in the absence of the plasmonic structure. Change in
QY can then be determined from eq 4, and net enhancement
can be determined from eq 5 or eq 6. Calculations are
performed for the x dipole orientation only due to the
symmetry of the aperture, and to the fact that the z orientation
makes a negligible contribution to far-field emission,46 which is
discussed further in Supporting Information.
Simulation Results. Figure 2 shows intensity enhancement

(for excitation at 270 nm), f rad, and Purcell factor (ϕ0 = 1),
versus vertical position within Al nanoapertures of different
diameters. A 50 nm undercut into the substrate is assumed, and
the position z = 0 nm is at the interface between Al and the
underlying interfacial oxide. Emission quantities are averaged

over the 330 to 380 nm passband of the emission filter used in
the experiments.
As expected, the maximum intensity enhancement occurs

near the metal−substrate interface, with decay toward the top
surface; a smaller secondary peak also exists near the metal top
surface. The enhancement peaks are closer to the metal−
substrate interface for the smaller aperture diameters due to the
localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR), which decreases
in strength as the diameter increases. Shoulders in the
enhancement curves beneath the interface are due to standing
waves inside the undercut region, formed by reflections at the
substrate−liquid and aperture interfaces.47 The propagating
mode cutoff condition is approached for the larger aperture
diameters, giving rise to peak enhancement shifted to lie within
the aperture.48 Similarly, radiative enhancement (emission into
the substrate) will decay for dipole positions toward the metal−
solution interface. Due to the large Stokes shift between
excitation (λ ∼ 270 nm) and emission (λ ∼ 340 nm), the larger
apertures are well below cutoff for the emitted light, so the
radiative enhancement is largely due to the LSPR. The Purcell
factor reaches maximal values at both the metal−substrate
interface and metal top surface due to the LSPRs at these
locations. Nevertheless, lifetime reduction at the top interface
would be difficult to realize with our experimental setup of
bottom-side excitation/collection due to the fact that both
excitation and collected emission are strongly attenuated.
Real fluorescent molecules have native quantum yields that

are less than unity; Figure 3 plots lifetime reduction, change in
QY, and net enhancement (in the weak excitation regime)
using ϕ0 = 0.88, which corresponds to p-terphenyl in our

Figure 2. Calculated enhancement factors vs vertical position within the nanoaperture with a 50 nm undercut vs aperture diameter: (a) local
intensity enhancement, (b) radiative enhancement into substrate, (c) Purcell factor (ϕ0 = 1).

Figure 3. Calculated enhancement factors for p-terphenyl (ϕ0 = 0.88) vs vertical position within a nanoaperture with a 50 nm undercut vs aperture
diameter: (a) lifetime reduction, (b) change in quantum yield, and (c) net fluorescence enhancement in the regime Ie ≪ Is.
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experiments. The lifetime reduction is rescaled from the
situation of a perfect dipole, with maximum local value of about
5.7. Measured lifetimes will be smaller than the maximal values
due to the fact that fluorescence will be detected from
molecules distributed throughout the depth of the nano-
aperture. This can be taken into account by performing a
weighted-average of the lifetime with the net fluorescence
enhancement calculated versus depth. Net enhancement is the
product of f I and fϕ, and is greatest throughout the undercut
region and within 10 to 20 nm above the aperture entrance due
to the combination of both excitation enhancement and slight
enhancement in effective QY near the interface. The maximum
lifetime reduction occurs within about 20 nm of the aperture
entrance; the rapid decay in lifetime reduction into the
undercut region is responsible for the increase in fϕ beneath
the aperture entrance, where f rad ≳ f Purcell. As a result, a 20 nm
undercut would lead to an increased measured lifetime change

but reduced net enhancement, as compared to a 50 nm
undercut. An undercut greater than 50 nm would reduce both
the measured lifetime change, and, due to rapidly decreasing f I,
the net enhancement as well.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Sample Fabrication. Nanoaperture samples were fabri-

cated on 1″-diameter quartz coverslips (200 μm thickenss).
Aluminum deposition was performed by sputtering to a 100 nm
thickness. Dielectric properties and composition versus depth
of the Al films were obtained by spectroscopic ellipsometry and
XPS analysis (see Supporting Information). Round nano-
apertures were then defined by FIB milling under iodine gas
injection. As shown in Figure 4a, arrays of isolated apertures
were produced with aperture size varying along one direction
and milling dose varying along the other direction. Two
different patterns with the same design parameters were used in

Figure 4. (a) SEM images of Al nanoaperture sample. Aperture size varies along the horizontal direction from 60 to 110 nm diameter. Milling dose
varies along the vertical direction. (b) Experimental setup for lifetime measurements.

Figure 5.Measured lifetime reduction vs undercut for p-terphenyl with different aperture sizes. Two different nanoaperture patterns were used. Each
panel represents two sets of measurements from one pattern. Error bars are standard deviations of two measurements. Uncertainty in undercut is not
shown for clarity but is addressed in Figure S4. p-Terphenyl concentration is 100 μM in 1-octanol.
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the experiments. Undercut versus dose for these patterns was
determined by analysis of cross-section images (see Supporting
Information).
Fluorescence Lifetime Measurement. The measurement

setup is depicted in Figure 4b and is described in more detail in
Supporting Information. The laser source is a frequency-tripled
Ti:sapphire laser which provides excitation at 266 nm.
Fluorescence emission is confocally imaged onto a 30 μm
pinhole, and then passes through a spectral emission filter (357
± 22 nm) before detection. The PMT output is connected to a
time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) unit which
records photon arrival time relative to the laser pulse. Lifetimes
are recovered through reconvolution of a fitted arrival-time
histogram with the instrument response function (see
Supporting Information).
Results. In these experiments, we investigate two fluorescing

molecules with different native quantum yields. The high QY
dye is p-terphenyl, which is a UV laser dye with measured ϕ0 =
0.88 and τ = 0.98 ns in 1-octanol (measured at 266 nm, see
Supporting Information). Measured absorption and emission
peaks are near 276 and 340 nm, respectively. We also
investigate tryptophan, an aromatic amino acid, which is less
photochemically stable than p-terphenyl. Tryptophan has ϕ0 =
0.13 in Tris buffer,6 with measured τ = 2.95 ns, maximum
absorption near 278 nm, and peak emission near 340 nm.

Figure 5 shows the measured fluorescence lifetime reduction
for p-terphenyl versus undercut and nanoaperture diameter.
Undercut calibration is discussed in Supporting Information. As
expected, the lifetime reduction increases with decreasing
aperture size and decreases with increasing undercut. Excitation
intensities were kept below the saturation intensity, as verified
by measurements of total count rate and lifetime versus input
power (see Supporting Information).
In order to compare the responses of the two molecules, we

extracted the lifetime reduction from ∼50 nm undercut for each
aperture size for both p-terphenyl and tryptophan. These values
are plotted in Figure 6, along with calculated lifetime reduction.
The calculated values were adjusted for the native quantum
yields of each molecule and spatially averaged by the calculated
net fluorescence enhancement. As shown, the lifetime
reduction for tryptophan is significantly lower, even though
both molecules experience the same photonic environment. At
100 μM concentration, we estimate that about 10 p-terphenyl
molecules contribute to the fluorescence measured from the 60
nm aperture, and about 60 molecules contribute to fluorescence
from the 110 nm aperture. At 1 mM concentration, the number
of tryptophan molecules contributing to the fluorescence
measurements is 10× higher.

Figure 6. Measured (red) and calculated (black) lifetime reduction vs aperture diameter for (a) p-terphenyl (100 μM in 1-octanol) and (b)
tryptophan (1 mM in 5 mM Tris pH 7.4). Experimental data points for p-terphenyl are based on average and standard deviation of four independent
measurements (two sets on each of two patterns), while data points for tryptophan are based on the same for two independent measurements (one
pattern). Uncertainty in aperture size is based on Figure S3. Linear fits are shown for the experimental data points.

Figure 7. Calculated enhancement factors for tryptophan (ϕ0 = 0.13) vs vertical position within a nanoaperture with a 50 nm undercut vs aperture
diameter: (a) lifetime reduction, (b) change in quantum yield, and (c) net fluorescence enhancement in the regime Ie ≪ Is.
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■ DISCUSSION

The lifetime reduction of an emitter within a modified photonic
environment is relatively straightforward to measure exper-
imentally and estimate from simulations. As such, our
experimental and simulated results (Figure 6) are in good
agreement and reflect the fact that the lifetime reduction is a
function of ϕ0. To our knowledge, this relationship is not
widely appreciated, but the implications are straightforward. In
order to achieve an appreciable Purcell effect (e.g., f Purcell ≥ 10),
the photonic structure must produce

ζ
ϕ

≥ +1
9

0 (7)

which can be difficult to achieve for poor emitters. More
importantly for fluorescence detection, however, achieving a
large Purcell factor is not a prerequisite for increased effective
QY. Quantum yield can only be increased when f rad > f Purcell
(eq 4); fϕ will always be greater for a poor emitter compared to
a good emitter. In contrast, in the photobleaching limit, the
total number of detected photons increases by a factor f rad,

49,50

independent of ϕ0. Nevertheless, for a good emitter, a large
Purcell factor, even without increased QY, can lead to increased
fluorescence count rate in the linear regime through an
increased saturation intensity, which may be necessary for
excitation enhancement to be fully utilized (but a photo-
bleaching limit still applies). It is also clear that applications
requiring large Purcell factors51 benefit from the use of high ϕ0

emitters.
With good agreement between experiment and calculations

established for the fluorescence lifetime reduction, it is
interesting to compare the predicted net fluorescence enhance-
ment for each molecule. As shown in Figure 7 and, as expected,
the local lifetime reduction is significantly smaller for
tryptophan (compare to Figure 3 for p-terphenyl), which
leads to a significant increase in QY (Figure 7b). There is an
additional qualitative difference in the net enhancement in that,
for tryptophan, the enhancement is predicted to be greatest
near z = 0, due to the spatial overlap of greatest QY
enhancement with excitation enhancement, compared to the
maximum enhancement occurring deeper into the undercut
region for p-terphenyl (z ∼ −35 nm). This leads to a rather

remarkable conclusion that with an undercut nanoaperture, the
observation volume of the measurement is controlled by ϕ0.
It is also interesting to further explore the effect of aperture

undercut. Radiative rate enhancement, Purcell factor, and
excitation enhancement for the two cases (undercut and no
undercut) were calculated for varying dipole locations along the
depth of the aperture (Supporting Information). Despite the
difference in undercut, the results are nearly identical, with the
nonundercut case being truncated at z = 4 nm. Experimentally,
the difference between the undercut and nonundercut apertures
would manifest in the lifetime reduction. Predicted lifetime
reductions for the two molecules are shown in Figure 8, where
the lifetime reductions are based on the lifetime versus height
weighted by the net fluorescence enhancement. Because of the
truncation of net fluorescence enhancement for the nonun-
dercut case, the averaged lifetimes are weighted toward z ∼ 10
nm where the local lifetime reductions are the greatest, whereas
for the 50 nm undercut case, weighting is biased toward z < 0,
where local lifetime reductions are rapidly decaying. Never-
theless, in terms of net fluorescence enhancement, a 50 nm
undercut is advantageous.
A more efficient antenna structure could be used to increase

net enhancement. From a previous numerical study of simple
antenna structures in the UV,32 which assumed the ideal case of
pure Al and no surface oxidation, a dipole antenna will lead to a
greater QY enhancement for low QY molecules. The bullseye
aperture structure will also lead to increased effective QY due to
high directionality in emission. These two structures can further
lead to significant increase in local field enhancement, but a
complicating factor in their design is the large Stokes shift of
many molecules of interest, which requires optimization of the
structures at one or both of two wavelength regions, based
upon measurement requirements.

■ CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have demonstrated lifetime reductions for UV
chromophores in free solution using molecules with different
native quantum yields. Each molecule experiences a lifetime
reduction that depends on its native quantum yield, in
accordance with simulation/theory. We further demonstrated
that undercut of the nanoapertures into the substrate is
detrimental for lifetime reduction, but simulations show that
undercut can be beneficial for net fluorescence enhancement.

Figure 8. Calculated lifetime reduction for (a) p-terphenyl and (b) tryptophan in nanoapertures with 50 nm undercut (ref Figure 1a) vs no undercut
(ref Figure 1b).
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These results further illustrate the applicability of engineered
photonic structures to different regimes of fluorescence
emission modification based upon the native quantum yield
of the emitter. A poor emitter can experience a large quantum
yield enhancement, but with small lifetime reduction, as
compared to a good emitter, which can experience a large
lifetime reduction and small quantum yield enhancement (or
even quantum yield reduction). A strong motivation for
investigating UV plasmonics is the fact that many UV
chromophores are poor emitters.
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